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License and agreement

Please read this agreement carefully.  You may use this software only in accordance 
with the terms of this agreement.  By using all or any portion of the software on this disc 
you accept all the terms and conditions of this agreement.  You agree that this 
agreement is enforceable like any written negotiated agreement signed by you.  If you 
do not agree, do not use this software.  If you acquired this software on a CD without an 
opportunity to review this agreement and you do not accept this agreement, you may 
obtain a refund in due course if you do not use this software and return it with proof of 
payment within 30 days of the acquisition date.  

You may install and use one copy of the software on your computer.  Unless otherwise 
expressly permitted in writing, no server or network use of the software is permitted, 
including but not limited to use of the software either directly or through commands, 
data, or instructions from or to another computer or for internal network, internet, or web 
hosting services.  You may make one backup copy of the software, provided your 
backup copy is not installed or used on any computer. You may not transfer the rights to 
a backup copy unless you transfer all rights in the software.  In addition to the single 
copy and the backup copy, the primary user of the computer on which the software is 
installed may make a second copy of the software for his or her exclusive use on either 
a portable computer or a computer located at his or her home, provided the software on 
the portable or home computer is not used at the same time as the software on the 
primary computer.  Any copy of the software that you make must contain the same 
copyright and other proprietary notices that appear on or in the software. If you are a 
business or organization, you agree that upon request from Owen L Schmidt or Owen L 
Schmidt LLC, you will within thirty (30) days fully document and certify that use of any 
and all software at the time of the request is in conformity with your valid license.

You are not authorized to integrate or use the software with any other software, plug-in, 
or enhancement which uses or relies upon the software in any manner.  You are not 
authorized to integrate or use the software with any other software or enhancement to 
programmatically interface with the software for the purpose of saving data locally, 
creating a file that contains data, saving modifications to a PDF file, or rendering a PDF 
file in such other software's application window.  

The software and any authorized copies that you make are the intellectual property of 
and are owned by Owen L Schmidt and Owen L Schmidt LLC. The software is protected 
by law, including without limitation the copyright laws of the United States and other 
countries, and by international treaty provisions.  Except as expressly stated herein, this 



license and agreement does not grant you any intellectual property rights in the 
software and all rights not expressly granted are reserved by Owen L Schmidt and 
Owen L Schmidt LLC. 

You may not rent, lease, sublicense, assign or transfer your rights in the software, or 
authorize all or any portion of the software to be copied onto another user's computer 
except as may be expressly permitted herein. You may, however, transfer all your rights 
to use the software to another person or legal entity provided that: you also transfer this 
license and agreement, updates, and prior versions to such person or entity;  you retain 
no copies, including backups and copies stored on a computer; and the receiving party 
accepts the terms and conditions of this agreement and any other terms and conditions 
upon which you legally purchased a license to the software. 

 If the software is an update to a previous version of the software, you must possess a 
valid license to such previous version in order to use such update.  All updates are 
provided to you on a license exchange basis.  You agree that by using an update you 
voluntarily terminate your right to use any previous version of the software.  As an 
exception, you may continue to use previous versions of the software on your computer 
after you use the update but only to assist you in the transition to the update, provided 
that:  the update and the previous versions  are installed on the same computer; and the 
previous versions or copies thereof are not transferred to another party or computer 
unless all copies of the update are also transferred to such party or computer. 

You agree to hold Owen L Schmidt and Owen L Schmidt LLC harmless from any and all 
liabilities, losses, actions, damages, or claims (including all reasonable expenses, costs, 
and attorneys fees) arising out of or relating to any use of, or reliance on, this software.  
Under no circumstances will Owen L Schmidt and Owen L Schmidt LLC be liable to you, 
or to any other person or entity, for any loss of use, revenue or profit, lost or damaged 
data, or other commercial or economic loss or for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, 
statutory, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages whatsoever related to your use 
or reliance upon this software, even if advise or the possibility of such damages or if 
such damages are foreseeable.  This limitation shall apply even in the event of a 
fundamental or material breach or a breach of the fundamental or material terms of this 
agreement.  

Limitation of liability.  In no event will Owen L Schmidt or Owen L Schmidt LLC be liable 
to you for any damages, claims, or costs whatsoever or any consequential, indirect, 
incidental damages, or any lost profits or lost savings, even if Owen L Schmidt or Owen 
L Schmidt LLC has been advised of the possibility of such loss, damages, claims, or 
costs.  This limitation applies to the extent permitted by applicable law in y our 
jurisdiction.  Any aggregate liability shall be limited to the amount paid for the software.

The software is being delivered to you "AS IS" and neither Owen L Schmidt nor Owen L 
Schmidt LLC makes no warranty as to its use or performance.  Neither Owen L Schmidt 
nor Owen L Schmidt LLC warrants the performance or results you may obtain by using 
the software.  Except for any warranty, condition, representation or term to the extent to 



which the same cannot or may not be excluded or limited by law applicable to you in 
your jurisdiction, neither Owen L Schmidt nor Owen L Schmidt LLC make no warranties, 
conditions, representations, or terms (express or implied whether by statute, common 
law, custom, usage, or otherwise) as to any matter including without limitation non-
infringement or third party rights, merchantability, integration, satisfactory quality, or 
fitness for any particular purpose.  

If any part of this agreement is found void and unenforceable, it will not affect the 
validity of the balance of this agreement, which shall remain valid and enforceable 
according to its terms.  This agreement shall not prejudice the statutory rights of any 
party dealing as a consumer. This agreement may only be modified by a writing signed 
by Owen L Schmidt. Updates may be licensed to you by Owen L Schmidt or Owen L 
Schmidt LLC with additional or different terms. This is the entire agreement between 
Owen L Schmidt and Owen L Schmidt LLC and you relating to the software and it 
supersedes any prior representations, discussions, undertakings, communications or 
advertising relating to the software. 

If you have any questions regarding this license and agreement please use the address 
and contact information included with this software.  
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